If si is a W-* algebra of type II on separable Hilbert space H, then si is not normal.
Every type I factor is normal [3, Lemma 11.2.2], and no type II factor is normal [2, Theorem 3] . Although nonnormal type III factors exist [5, Lemma 4.4.2(iii)], no general theorem has been proved concerning this case.
As for results on normality for general W-* algebras, it is well known that any type I W-* algebra is normal [1, p. 307, Exercise 13] . In this paper we apply direct integral theory to show that if sé is of type II then sé is not normal.
Let sé=lh 0 sé(X)ju(dX) be the direct integral decomposition of sé into factors. For general information on direct integrals see [4] , [6] . In particular, £ denotes the underlying separable Hilbert space of //. For sé a finite W-* algebra, |£|2 denotes the trace norm of ££ sé [6, Definition 2.6] . if denotes the unit ball in á?(£) taken with the strong-* operator topology. If @ is full, then 3S=\K 0 .@(X)/x(dX) with 3t(X)<= sé(X) fi-a.e. X. The following simple lemma is a key to our argument. Proof. If si is type I, si(X) is type I ¡u-a.e. and hence normal. Q.E.D. The argument of Corollary 3 clearly shows that if si(X) is normal /¿-a.e. then si is normal. If the converse could be proved, we would achieve our goal. The author has not been able to prove this, however. Instead, we shall adapt the arguments of [2] concerning hyperfinite factors to our more general setting.
A W-* algebra si is hyperfinite if it is generated by the union of an increasing sequence of finite dimensional W-* subalgebras. Let si be of type \\x. To show that si of type IIj is nonnormal, it suffices to show that, if &■ denotes the hyperfinite IL factor (by [4, Theorem II.6 .9] all hyperfinite II, factors are isomorphic), then, for si(X)^^ either for all X or for no X, si is nonnormal. Indeed, this follows from the fact that the set {X\si(X) is not hyperfinite} is /¿-measurable [8, Theorem 1] , so that si can be written as a direct sum of the two types considered.
Suppose first that si(X)^&~ for every X. Replacing si by si®C if necessary, we may assume that si is of type llx x, and, since isomorphisms of type IIX oe factors are spatial, we may further assume that si-¡A 0 (¡F®C)n(dX). Since F (and hence F®C) is not normal (see [1, p. We apply this lemma as follows, where si is again a IL algebra with no si(X) isomorphic to ¿F Lemma 5. The set ^ = {iM\3S is a hyperfinite W-* subalgebra of si such that 33 C\ 3$'= 3?), ordered by set inclusion, contains a maximal element.
Proof.
Let á?" by any increasing chain in ^f, and let 38 be the W-* algebra generated by the union of the âSa. We show, using Lemma 4,  that the center of 38 is 2£, and (using [8, Theorem 2]) we prove in Lemma 6 that 38 is hyperfinite. Since 38 is an upper bound for the chain 38 ^ and 38 e #c°, the result then follows from Zorn's lemma.
Since H is separable, it is easy to see that, given S e 38c\38', there is a sequence S" e 3$ such that Sn->S strongly and (by the Kaplansky density theorem) such that |5B|^|5|. Hence |5" -5|2-»-0. Given any e>0, there is S" such that \Sn-S\2<e/2.
Thus
|SB-5|2|£|^e|r| for all Te 38 and a fortiori for all Te38x . By Lemma 4 we have \Sn-S*n\2<e. Thus |5-^|2^|5-S"|2+|5"-^|2=;
2e, whence Se 3£. Thus 38r\38' = %. Q.E.D.
Before proving that 38 is hyperfinite, we establish the following lemma, in which [&"] denotes the W-* algebra generated by a sequence of W-* algebras <*?". Lemma 6. If€ is generated by the union of an increasing sequence of W-* subalgebras %'" such that %'nr\Tn = 2t'=%'r\<£' for each n, then % = Í 0 [Vn(X)HdX), where <€n = f 0 Vn(X)l*(dX) Ja Ja for each n.
Proof. For each n let £",m=JA 0 Tnm(X)/x(dX) generate <ën(X) /í-a.e.
Then for /¿-a.e. X, [^"(X)] is the W-* algebra generated by all the operators Tn,m(X), and JA 0 &n(X)]fi(dX) is the W-* algebra generated by the operators Tnm together with 3?. On the other hand, each <€ n is generated by Tnm and by 2£, whence ^ is generated by all the Tnm and 2£. Q.E.D. Now since 38C\38'' = 2t', 38 is decomposable. Moreover, 38 is generated by a sequence Tn in the unit sphere of 38. By the Kaplansky density theorem, for each n there are a sequence a.nm and a sequence Tnm in 38^nm such that \Tnm-Tn\2-*0. By the total ordering of the 38a, 38 is generated by an increasing sequence of hyperfinite algebras 38n=38x .
By Lemma 6, 38=¡A 0 [â8"(X)]/j,(dX). Since each 38n is hyperfinite, 38n (l) is hyperfinite for all n and for /¿-a.e. X by [8, Theorem 2] . Hence [38n(X)] is hyperfinite for /¿-a.e. 2, and therefore á? is hyperfinite [8, Theorem 2] .
This proves Lemma 5. Q.E.D.
Let a?=j"A0 38(X)fi(dX) be a maximal element of Jf. We assert that for /¿-a.e. A, á?(A) is a maximal hyperfinite subfactor of sé(X). Assume for the moment that this is proved. By [2, Theorem 3], 38(X)CC?±38(X) for /x-a.e. X. Hence by Corollary 2, 38 is not normal in sé.
To establish our assertion, we shall show that the set J(' = {X\38(X) is not maximal} is /¿-measurable, and that if /*(^#')#0 then 38 is not maximal in sé.
Observe first that 3B(X) fails to be maximal if and only if for every n there is a set of matrix units £"3 in si(X) such that the type I factors they generate form an increasing sequence whose union generates a hyperfinite type II, subfactor of si(X) [2, Theorem 2] containing both 3i(X) and some T$3B(X).
To apply this discussion, let £Pn denote the Cartesian product of n2 copies of £f, with a typical element of Sf n denoted by F",. Let C0 denote the complex numbers with rational real and imaginary parts. Let BnE 33 be a sequence of operators such that {Bn(X)} are strong-* dense in the unit ball of 3B(X) /¿-a.e., and such that the Bn(X) are strong-* continuous in A. Consider the subset^"'of Ax T~[™=lSr° ny. Sf whose elements [X, F",,Z?] satisfy the following conditions:
(a) T"j e si(X) for every n, i, andy, and Tfj is a set of matrix units for every n. Since the ^(A) are factors, <£Cfâ' = 2£. Thus we have a contradiction to the maximality of SB, and thus we have established the fact that type IIX W-* algebras are not normal. We summarize and conclude with the following theorem.
Theorem 7. No type II W-* algebra si on separable Hilbert space is normal.
We have already established this result for si of type II,. In fact, we have shown that a nonnormal subalgebra SB of si can be chosen so that 3Bc\3B' = 3£. If si is of type 11^,, by [7, Theorem 9] si is isomorphic to six®3B(J) where six is of type \\x and J is a separable Hilbert space. If S3 is a nonnormal subalgebra of six as constructed above, a direct calculation shows that 3B®3B(J) is not normal in si. Since any type II algebra is a direct sum of a type IIj and a type 11â lgebra, the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
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